Aberration kernels describe how harmonic-space multipole coefficients of cosmic microwave background (CMB) observables transform under Lorentz boosts of the reference frame. For spin-weighted CMB observables, transforming like the CMB temperature (i.e. Doppler weight d = 1), we show that the aberration kernels are the matrix elements of a unitary boost operator in harmonic space. Algebraic properties of the rotation and boost generators then give simple, exact recursion relations that allow us to raise or lower the multipole quantum numbers ℓ and m, and the spin weight s. Further recursion relations express kernels of other Doppler weights d = 1 in terms of the d = 1 kernels. From those we show that on the full sky, to all orders in β, E-and B-mode polarization observables do not mix under aberration if and only if d = 1. The new relations, fully non-linear in the boost velocity β = v/c, form the basis of a practical recursive algorithm to accurately compute any aberration kernel. In addition, we develop a second, fast algorithm in which aberration kernels are obtained using a set of ordinary differential equations. This system can also be approximately solved at small scales, providing simple asymptotic formulae for the aberration kernels. The results of this work will be useful for further studying the effect of aberration on future CMB temperature and polarization analysis, and might provide a basis for relativistic radiative transfer schemes.
I. INTRODUCTION
The temperature and polarization anisotropies of the cosmic microwave background (CMB) radiation provide a great deal of information about the origin and evolution of our Universe [1] [2] [3] [4] . Primordial CMB fluctuations are usually assumed to have isotropic and gaussian statistics around an average temperature ofT = 2.7260 ± 0.0013 K [5, 6] in the CMB rest frame. The anomalously large temperature dipole (ℓ = 1) ∆T = 3.355±0.008 mK [7] towards Galactic coordinates (l, b) = (263.99
• ± 0.14 • , 48.26
• ± 0.03 • ) [8] , however, indicates that the solar system is moving with respect to the CMB rest frame with a speed β = v/c = 0.00123. Therefore, due to the Lorentz boost from the CMB rest frame into our frame, the observed radiation deviates from what would be seen in the CMB rest frame.
In addition to the change of the photon energy caused by the Doppler effect (leading to the temperature dipole), due to light aberration the photon's apparent propagation direction is also modified under a Lorentz boost (and so are the polarization direction and plane). This induces coherent, (nearly) dipolar departures from statistical isotropy in both the temperature and the polarization field. Although the Doppler and aberration effects occur independently, by aberration we henceforth refer to both of them simultaneously, unless stated otherwise.
Aberration-induced off-diagonal correlations in the CMB anisotropies can serve as an independent handle to determine the observer's motion [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . The motioninduced distortion of the CMB statistics should be corrected for before accurate cosmological information can be extracted from the observed temperature/polarization power spectra. Although Ref. [10] first found that the correction is O(β 2 ) ∼ 10 −6 for the idealistic full-sky situation, it was later on realized that in practice the bias can be O(β) ∼ 10 −3 due to asymmetric sky masks [14] [15] [16] [17] . Moreover, current or incoming experiments with high resolution, e.g. Planck [18] , SPT [19] , ACT [20] , ACTpol [21] and SPTpol [22] , push the investigation of the aberration effects to even larger multipole ℓ (i.e., smaller scales). This will be particularly important for polarization data, which encode primordial information to larger ℓ [21, 22] . All those aspects call for modelling the aberration effects, for both temperature and polarization anisotropies, on very small angular scales and with great precision.
One could in principle undo the aberration effects by "de-boosting" the sky in real space [23] [24] [25] . In reality, however, real-space methods suffer from inaccuracies due to pixelization and imperfect knowledge of the window function, because aberration does not preserve the shape and the area of each pixel. This also causes changes to the effective beam of the instrument that have to be considered carefully. To avoid these problems, Ref. [14] proposed a harmonic-space strategy in which one first boosts the full sky in harmonic space and then transforms into real space to apply the sky mask. The great precision of the harmonic-space approach is then guaranteed by accurate determination of the aberration kernels -the linear transformation from multipole coefficients in the rest frame to those in the observer's frame.
The aberration kernels depend not only on the spherical harmonic multipole numbers ℓ, m, but also on the spin weight s (s = 0 and s = ±2, for temperature and polarization, respectively). Furthermore, they differ for different Doppler weight d (which is the power of Doppler factor present in the transformation rules), depending on whether the thermodynamic temperature (d = 1), the specific intensity (d = 3) or the frequencyintegrated intensity (d = 4) are being boosted [10, 12] . Below the typical angular scale of aberration, correspond-ing to ℓ 1/β ≃ 800 or δθ ≃ 4 ′ , analytical results up to O(β 2 ) [10] for the kernels break down [26] , and algorithms non-perturbative in β are needed. General integral expressions for the kernels have been known, but their highly oscillatory nature makes direct numerical integration unfeasible. The first efficient algorithm for computation of the kernel elements based on recursions was developed in Ref. [26] to push into the nonperturbative regime. Fitting formula for the kernel integrals, approximately valid at small angular scales and tested up to intermediate ℓ 700, were given in Ref. [23] to go beyond a power expansion in β.
In this work, we take a more systematic route than previous studies. We show that the d = 1 kernels are the matrix elements of a unitary boost operator, analogous of the Wigner D-functions being the matrix elements of a rotation operator in harmonic space. The unitary operator lives in the Hilbert space of all spin-weighted functions on the sky. It is the exponentiation of the boost generator (valid for infinitesimal boost), parameterized by the rapidity parameter η = tanh −1 β that is additive under successive boosts. Using rapidity instead of β to describe the boost is one of the new insights into the problem that allowed us to generalize previous discussions. The Lorentz algebra, formed by the generators of rotation and boost in harmonic space, then leads to simple linear recursions that relate kernels of different ℓ, different m and general spin weight s. In particular, these expressions are more compact than those given in Ref. [26] and do not suffer from cancelations of large terms as severely. Moreover, the d = 1 kernels can be obtained from those of d = 1 through another set of straightforward recursions. This is particularly interesting since the d = 1 kernels follow special symmetries that ease their computation.
Based on our novel representation of aberration kernels, we obtain two efficient and accurate algorithms to cross check against each other: (i) an elegant recursive algorithm that improves upon Ref. [26] and accounts for kernels of arbitrary s and d (see Sec. V); (ii) a scheme in which kernels are computed using ordinary differential equations (ODEs) as flows in the rapidity η (Sec. VI). We explain how to implement both algorithms as powerful solutions to boosting the sky in harmonic space. The ODE approach furthermore allows us to derive simple analytic approximations valid at small-scales. The expressions are very similar to those obtained by Ref. [23] , however, here we derive them from analytic considerations also improving the range of applicability and testing them to very small scales (Sec. VI A). Our code will be available at www.Chluba.de/Aberration. This paper is organized as follows. Sec. II reviews the definitions of harmonic-space aberration kernels (for general s and d), their integral representations, and their basic properties. In Sec. III, we introduce operators that generate a Lorentz boost in harmonic space, and derive the matrix-element representations for the d = 1 kernels. In Sec. IV, we show that aberration does not generate mixing between E and B modes for polarization observables with Doppler weight d = 1. Then in Sec. V, based on the matrix-element representation, we make use of operator algebra and derive recursion relations that relate d = 1 kernels with adjacent values of ℓ, m, and the spin weight s. Immediately following those recursion relations, a practical recursive algorithm to compute the aberration kernels needed is then presented in detail. An alternative method based on solving ODEs, also derived from the operator approach, is developed in Sec. VI. We offer some concluding remarks in Sec. VII. In App. A, we include a covariant derivation of the integral forms for both temperature and polarization kernels (we illustrate by the d = 1 case, but the derivation can be easily generalized to d = 1). App. C is a brief derivation of how the boost generator acts on spherical harmonic base functions. App. D details a key step used to prove the conclusion of Sec. IV. App. E elaborates on a few numerical techniques that provide initial conditions for our recursive algorithm and quadrature.
II. ABERRATION IN HARMONIC SPACE
In this Section, we review the harmonic-space aberration kernels. Imagine an observer that moves with respect to the CMB rest frame S. Without loss of generality, the spatial coordinates can be oriented such that he is moving along the z direction relative to S with speed β = v/c. We call the rest frame of the observer S ′ . In frame S, an CMB observable can be defined as a function of the directionn in the sky X = X(n). It can be the blackbody temperature of the radiation T (n), which has spin weight s = 0 under a rotation about the line of sight. For polarization the observables are the temperature-weighted Stokes parameters,
, which have spin weight s = ±2, respectively. A spherical harmonic expansion can be applied to these observables,
where a
Aberration is the phenomenon that a photon coming from directionn in S will appear to have come from a different directionn ′ in S ′ , and in addition that its energy undergoes a Doppler shift. The spherical-polar coordinates in both frames,
Therefore, the CMB observables, X ′ = X ′ (n ′ ), as measured in S ′ , differ from those measured in S. Another harmonic expansion similar to Eq. (1) can be conducted, and multipole coefficients a 
where sX K m ℓ ′ ℓ (β) is called the aberration kernel for spin weight s X . Note that for observer's velocity in the z direction, aberration does not mix multipoles with different m's. Based on the transformation properties of photon's energy and its polarization tensor under a Lorentz boost, explicit expressions for aberration kernels for both temperature T and polarizations P ± have been derived in the literature in the form of an angular integral involving two (spin-weighted) spherical harmonics [10] ,
with Lorentz factor γ = 1/ 1 − β 2 . Here one has to vieŵ n as a function ofn ′ by inserting Eq. (2). The temperature kernels (s = 0) is easy to derive from the relation
For interested readers, the derivation giving the polarization kernels (s = ±2) is outlined in App. A 2.
Unfortunately, the kernel integral Eq. (4) is numerically difficult to compute (especially for large ℓ, ℓ ′ ) due to the fast oscillatory behaviors of (spin-weighted) spherical harmonics. For this reason, recursion relations have to be developed as alternative method to compute the kernels accurately and efficiently [26] . Here, we generalize and improve these recursion to s = 0.
The kernel Eq. (4) is applicable to any spin-weighted field on the sphere transforming as
It is straightforward to generalize to fields that transform as
and using the identity γ 2 (1 − β cos θ ′ )(1 + β cos θ) = 1, with the relation Eq. (C1) we have 
These two relations are useful because, as we show below, the kernel for the case d = 1 has special symmetry properties that ease its calculation. The kernel for any other value of the Doppler weight d = 1 is then readily obtained with Eq. (6) and (7).
B. General properties of the kernel
Using the properties of the spin-weighted spherical harmonic functions, with the definition of the kernel integrals it is straightforward to show that 
These properties highlight useful symmetries of the kernels. For instance, combining the first two equations for the case d = 1 gives
This means that the kernels are unitary and the total (temperature or polarization) power is conserved under a Lorentz boost [14] . The last expression furthermore emphasizes that the aberration kernel (in the special coordinate system where β is aligned with the z-axis) is a real quantity. In particular, for s = 0 it implies that only elements for m ≥ 0 have to be computed, immediately determining those for m < 0. This just reflects the fact that a map of a real quantity remains real under aberration and can be used to simplify the computation. For s = 0 the situation is more involved, and properties of the kernel under parity transformations depend on d, as we explain in Sec. IV.
III. MATRIX-ELEMENT REPRESENTATION FOR THE ABERRATION KERNELS
To generalize our discussion to arbitrary spin weight s, in this section we recast Eq. (4) into a different form using Wigner D-functions.
A. Hilbert space for functions with spin
While scalar fields on the sky depend on the two spherical angles φ and θ, fields with general spin weight depend on an additional roll angle ψ (that goes from 0 to 2π), which parameterizes a rotation about the normal direction at every point on the sky. Consider the Hilbert space of all fields with general spin weight, i.e. all functions of φ, θ and ψ. These angles can also be thought as three Euler angles describing the orientation of a rigid body.
For two functions (or two states) f = f (φ, θ, ψ) and g = g(φ, θ, ψ) living in this Hilbert space, we borrow the notation from quantum mechanics and define the overlap between the two as
where the integral over three angles is explicitly
Similarly, a linear operatorÔ defined in this Hilbert space has a matrix element between the two states f |Ô | g . A complete set of base functions for the Hilbert space are the familiar Wigner D-functions, which are related to the spin-weighted harmonics via [27] 
It is more convenient to use the normalized base functions
. Sometimes it is more compact to use the common bra-ket notation | slm to denote the base functionsD ℓ sm .
B. Aberration kernels as matrix elements
Using base functionsD ℓ sm , Eq. (4) can be unified as
. (13) Of course, since we choose to use the variables in frame S ′ , (φ, θ, ψ) must be viewed as functions of (φ ′ , θ ′ , ψ ′ ); Since a boost preserves the spin weight, ψ = ψ ′ can be supplemented to Eq. (2).
We are now in a position to show that the aberration kernels are equal to the matrix elements of a unitary operator that represents the Lorentz boost. Consider first an infinitesimal boost. The relative speed β = v/c corresponds to the rapidity η = tan −1 β, and we assume that η is sufficiently small so that it suffices to compute up to linear order in η. Now we insert Eq. (2) and β = tanh η into Eq. (13), and expand up to linear order in η, giving
Since we have expanded in η, the integrands are now calculated along line of sight direction (φ ′ , θ ′ , ψ ′ ) in S ′ , and the integrals evaluate to a matrix element. The differential operatorŶ z is the boost generator along the z direction,
It is independent of the azimuthal angle and the roll angle because a boost along the z direction leaves those two unchanged. Generalization of Eq. (14) to finite η is straightforward. The rapidity is additive under successive boosts. A boost with finite η can be achieved by successively applying many boosts along the same direction but each with a very small rapidity parameter. For instance, we can take N successive boosts, each with rapidity η/N . The operator for the finite boost is therefore the exponentiation of the infinitesimal one lim
which provides an alternative way to express the kernel matrix elements, Eq. (4), but using the language of operators in Hilbert space.
C. Arbitrary boost direction
Frame S ′ can in general move along other directions relative to frame S. To generalize the boost direction from the z direction to any other direction, we reorient the spatial coordinate system. This can be done using the three angular momentum operatorsL a with a = x, y, z [27] ,
which generate rotations about fixed axes. These satisfy the familiar SO(3) algebra. Nevertheless, a larger algebra exist for tensorial functions on the sky [28] , once three boost generatorsŶ a with a = x, y, z are included.
Together withL a , they form a Lorentz algebra,
where ǫ abc is the totally anti-symmetric Levi-Civita tensor. From the explicit form ofŶ z given by Eq. (15), we can derive the other boost generators using Eq. (18):
Rotating the coordinate system will simply takeŶ z to some linear combination ofŶ a 's, which generates a Lorentz boost along a different direction. Therefore, for a boost along the direction n with boost velocity β, a rapidity vector can be written η = η n = arctanhβ n. The general aberration kernels then read
which gives the mixing between a ′s ℓ ′ m ′ in frame S ′ with a s ℓm in frame S. SinceŶ a 's are hermitian operators with respect to the inner product Eq. (10), e iηŶz and e iη·Ŷ are unitary, and the unitarity of the aberration kernels is thus obvious [14] . Eq. (16) and its generalization Eq. (20) are the major results of this paper.
IV. MIXING OF E/B MODES
The B-mode polarization is a unique signature in the CMB. While detecting primordial B modes will be a confirmation of an inflationary background of gravitational waves, various secondary effects at late times can convert E modes into B modes and hence confuse the primordial signal, in particular at small scales [29, 30] . It is therefore of great importance to have accurate, unambiguous predictions for secondary B-mode contamination.
In this Section, we address the question of whether aberration mixes up E-mode and B-mode polarization. We find that, depending on the Doppler weight d for the polarization observable, spurious B modes are not produced for d = 1, but are converted from E modes for d = 1. Previously, based on leading-order expansion in β for the polarization kernels, Ref. [10] found E/B-mode mixing for polarization observables weighted by specific intensity (d = 3) and by frequency-integrated intensity (d = 4), and Ref. [12] demonstrated that no mixing occurs for the case of d = 1. Here, we generalize to all orders in β.
The E/B-mode multipoles are related to the helical multipoles through
Under aberration they transform as
It can be seen that no mixing occurs
holds for arbitrary β if and only if d = 1. What value of the Doppler weight d should the CMB polarization observables take? In general, it depends on which physical quantity is exactly being measured. However, if we assume that the CMB has a perfect blackbody spectrum, then a given map-making procedure should allow us to faithfully reconstruct the thermodynamic temperatures, for both linear polarizations and also for the unpolarized average, on a pixel-by-pixel basis. The mapmaking precedure should also produce the correct maps with the same experimental device operating in any inertial frame. In that case, independent of how the measurement is technically performed, the polarization observables have the same Doppler weight d = 1 as the (polarization-averaged) temperature, and therefore do not have E and B modes mixed up under a Lorentz boost.
In reality, foreground contaminations have spectra that differ from that of a blackbody. A non-blackbody spectrum in general will not preserve its spectrum shape under a change of reference frame. Also, no frequencyindependent temperature can be unambiguously defined in the presence of foregrounds. The interpretation on the effect of Lorentz boost is then less clear than in the ideal case of blackbody spectrum. This issue, which is expected to be dependent on the details of experimental approaches and further complicates our ability to perform a "de-boosting" operation, deserves more careful consideration, but is left to a future work.
V. RECURSION RELATIONS FOR ABERRATION KERNELS
Because the harmonic-space aberration kernels are the matrix elements of a unitary transformation due to a Lorentz boost, it is reasonable to believe that one might find simple recursion relations between the matrix elements following from the algebraic properties ofŶ a 's. In this Section, we derive new, useful recursions from our operator formalism. These improve upon previous recursive algorithms [26] : (i) they follow directly from the Lorentz algebra, and are simple and elegant from a theoretical point of view; (ii) they do not rely on power expansions in β, and hence are efficient in the non-perturbative
for convenience, we find
A straightforward proof of this relation is given in App. C. Next, we make use of the trivial commutator [Ŷ z , e iηŶz ] = 0. By taking the matrix element of both sides, we find
Applying Eq. (24), and also using the fact thatŶ z is hermitian, we find a relation involving four kernels
Thus, for ℓ > |m|, one can compute
The recursion applies to kernels with fixed m and spin weight s. Notice that both ℓ and ℓ ′ change, so that the recursions remind us of the discretized version of first order partial differential equation in two dimensions.
B. Raising and lowering m
To raise and lower the azimuthal quantum number m, we use the operator relation [27] (27) whereL ± =L x ±iL y are the familiar angular-momentum raising and lowering operators. Furthermore, we define for the boost generatorsŶ ± =Ŷ x ± iŶ y . Then by combining Eq. (24), Eq. (27) and [Ŷ z ,L ± ] = ±Ŷ ± , we obtain the action ofŶ ± on base states,
Using
Taking the matrix element sℓ ′ m − 1 | · · · | sℓm on both sides, applying Eqs. (27) - (28), and also using the fact thatL ± andŶ ± are pairs of hermitian conjugation, respectively, we find
This recursively relates the kernel of m to those of m ± 1. For small η, this relation implies
C. Raising and lowering s
In the recursions derived so far, the spin weight s has not been touched. However, it is feasible to raise and lower s as well, thus relating the polarization kernels directly to those for the temperature. One realizes that there is a symmetry between the azimuthal angle φ and the roll angle ψ if (φ, θ, ψ) are interpreted as three Euler angles. While φ is associated with rotations about the z axis fixed in space, ψ is related to rotations about a "body-fixed z" axis -the axis that points in the normal direction and differs from point to point on the sky.
In fact, three "body-fixed" angular momentum operatorsÎ a with a = x, y, z can be obtained by swapping φ with ψ everywhere in Eq. (17),
Similarly, three "body-fixed" boost generatorsẐ a with a = x, y, z similarly follow from Eq. (19),
The symmetry between φ and ψ implies thatÎ a 's and Z a 's form another copy of Lorentz algebra,
The spin weight s is nothing but the eigenvalue of the "body-fixed"Î z operator. Because [Î a ,L b ] = 0, we have simultanenous eigenstates forL z andÎ z ,
which establishes a formal symmetry between m and s. This implies that we can contructÎ ± =Î x ± iÎ y to raise and lower s,
Moreover, for "body-fixed" boost generators we similarly defineẐ ± =Ẑ x ± iẐ y . The result analogous of Eq. (28) but for s thus reads
Repeating a derivation similar to the one in Sec. V B, and also noting thatẐ z =Ŷ z , we can writê
In analogy to the m-raising case, we take the matrix elements s − 1 ℓ ′ m | · · · | sℓm on both sides, and obtain a recursion analogous of Eq. (30),
This recursion relates the kernels of spin weight s to those of spin-weight raised/lowered by one unit. For small η, Eq. (38) means
which shows that for large ℓ, ℓ ′ and |ℓ ′ − ℓ| ≪ ℓ, ℓ ′ the polarization and temperature kernels have very similar values. We also find this with our numerical schemes.
D. A practical recursive scheme
To make practical use of the recursions given above, a few additional steps are required. First of all, we have to decide how to run through the recursions, combining them in a convenient way to a numerically stable scheme. The procedure in particular depends on the required initial conditions that can be obtained in a simple (closed) form. Secondly, we want to compute the kernel elements in the most economic way, making use of its symmetries.
For the temperature kernel, a method based on termby-term expansions in β was already given by [26] . Once the temperature kernel (s = 0) is computed, by applying the s-raising operator, Eq. (38), twice the required polarization kernel is directly obtained and we are done. To compute the temperature kernel, because 0 K
we only need those elements for m ≥ 0 and ℓ ≤ ℓ ′ , reducing the number of independent coefficients by a factor of ≃ 4. For our purposes, this method in principle is sufficient, however, with the expressions given above we can simplify the computation significantly, as we explain now.
Applying the recursions
As shown earlier [26] , at ℓ 1/β the kernel widens, coupling more and more neighboring ℓ-modes. In principle, by knowing all matrix elements 0 K m ℓℓ (i.e., the diagonal at fixed m) for ℓ ≤ ℓ max and using 0 K [26] , one could stop the recursions at some finite value of ∆ℓ = ℓ ′ − ℓ obtaining an extremely economic method for computing the aberration kernel. We were, however, unable to find a simple way to give all the required initial conditions, 0 K m ℓℓ and 0 K m ℓ+1ℓ , so that this procedure is impractical.
Instead we start our recursions at ℓ = ℓ ′ = m = 0, using 0 K 0 00 = η/[βγ]. We then apply the term-by-term expansion in β given by [26] to obtain the elements 0 K 0 ℓ ′ 0 for 0 ≤ ℓ ′ ≤ 2ℓ max . Afterwards, we apply the ℓ-changing recursion, Eq. (26), to fill in the remaining matrix elements for 0 K 0 ℓ ′ ℓ up to ℓ + ℓ ′ ≤ 2ℓ max , preceding in a row-by-row manner, fixing ℓ and changing ℓ ′ within the row. By applying the m-raising operator, Eq. (30), we then compute the row 0 K 1 ℓ ′ 1 for ℓ ′ ≤ 2ℓ max −1 from which we obtain the whole layer 0 K 1 ℓ ′ ℓ for ℓ + ℓ ′ ≤ 2ℓ max − 1, applying Eq. (26) again. We continue this procedure until ℓ = ℓ ′ = m = ℓ max . This scheme works very well after slightly rewriting the recursions, as we explain below.
Initial conditions and recursion for
To start the computation, we need to provide the initial conditions and recursion for 0 K 0 ℓ ′ 0 . As shown by [26] , for the temperature kernel element 0 K m mm (β) we have
where 2 F 1 (a, b, c, z) is the hypergeometric function. We generally use this expression for all matrix elements 0 K m mm (β), even if in principle for m > 0 simple m-raising would work. To obtain all the matrix elements 0 K 0 ℓ ′ 0 for 0 ≤ ℓ ′ ≤ 2ℓ max we need to precede in a term-by-term manner as cancelations of terms prevent the direct recursions from converging. From the results of [26] , we find
We scaled out the main term ≃ (β/2) ℓ ′ /γ which makes all κ ℓ ′ 0 become of order unity at large ℓ ′ . For β 0.01 and ℓ max 4000 we never needed more than 128 terms in the expansion of β. For better convergence, we furthermore used long double precision in the computations.
Rewriting the recursions
The off-diagonal kernel elements drop like 0 K m ℓ ′ ℓ ≃ β |ℓ ′ −ℓ| in amplitude [26] . This means that for large ∆ℓ = ℓ ′ − ℓ, the kernel elements become extremely small, and since in the computation elements for ℓ ≪ ℓ ′ ≃ 2ℓ max are needed, it is crucial to rewrite the kernel recursions to improve the numerical stability. For this one has to scale out the leading order behavior of the kernel. Applying the boost operator iŶ z several times to the state |sℓm and then projecting onto |sℓ ′ m , with s K m ℓ ′ ℓ = sℓ ′ m| exp(iηŶ z ) |sℓm shows that the leading order term of the kernel scales like 
for ℓ ′ ≥ ℓ. The matrix elements sK m ℓ ′ ℓ are now all of order unity and hence the new recursion is numerically more stable. In a similar manner, we obtain sK m
for the m and s-raising recursions. These expressions are at the core of our numerical recursion scheme. We find them to work even up to β ≃ 0.01. In this case, the kernel is already rather broad at large ℓ, reaching ∆ℓ ≃ 70 at ℓ ≃ 4000. For β ≃ 10 −3 we find ∆ℓ = 10 − 20 to suffice.
VI. DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION REPRESENTATION
With the operator representation, we can write a system of coupled ordinary differential equations (ODEs) for the aberration kernels. Using the definition of the aberra- −3 , ℓ = 4000 and ℓ = 5000. For both cases, the corresponding polarization kernel is very similar, with differences at the level of a few percent.
Notice that the two independent ways of computing the η-derivative also directly give the recursion Eq. (26) . For η = 0, we have the initial condition s K m ℓ ′ ℓ = δ ℓℓ ′ . It is furthermore clear that for finite η the kernel only attains non-zero values in a limited range |ℓ ′ − ℓ| < ∆ℓ. We can thus write a system of ODEs in some finite range around the diagonal elements ℓ = ℓ ′ for each m (setting the matrix elements at the boundaries to zero), and then solve it as a function of η. The system is rather sparse and an explicit Runge-Kutta scheme turns out to be sufficient for solving it. We successfully used a Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg method with adaptive step size control.
The ODE representation has several benefits over the recursion scheme. First of all, it works for any spin weight without having to worry about specific initial conditions. It also does not matter if the value of β is large or small (the integration takes a little longer for larger β). In contrast to the recursion scheme, to obtain kernel elements for large ℓ, ℓ ′ , in the ODE approach it is furthermore unnecessary to compute all elements up to these values. Finally, the workload is significantly reduced, since generally only matrix elements for small ∆ℓ are required.
Our final ODE scheme takes about ≃ 80 seconds to compute all non-negligible kernel elements for β = 10
and ℓ max ≃ 4000 on a single core (standard laptop). Parallelization of the computation is straightforward, while this is more complicated for the recursion method. For comparison, our best recursion scheme takes about ≃ 35 min for the same computation, while direct integration methods remain impractical. This large increase in the performance provides the basis for full sampling over different values of β. A few examples computed with our ODE scheme for β = 10 −3 and large ℓ are given in Fig. 1 .
A. Asymptotic expressions for the kernel
From Eq. (44), we can obtain asymptotic expressions for the aberration kernel in the limit of large ℓ and ℓ ′ . Introducing η ℓ = s B m ℓ η we find
The last line can be identified with the recurrence relation 2∂ x J n (x) = J n−1 (x) − J n+1 (x) for the Bessel function of first kind, J n (x), when setting x ≡ 2ξ ℓ and n = ℓ ′ − ℓ = ∆ℓ. This implies
We find that this expression already works very well for large ℓ as long as the kernel does not become too wide so that the assumption |∆ℓ| ≪ ℓ breaks down. Since to leading order in x we have J n (x) ≃ x n /[2 n n!], by comparing with the leading order term of s K m ℓ ′ ℓ (η), Eq. (41), we can further improve the approximation:
otherwise. This is similar to the expressions given by [23] , however, there the functional form was obtained from fits to the numerical results at intermediate ℓ rather than by analytic arguments. Our expression also works well for very large values of β. This is illustrated in Fig. 2 for β = 0.1, ℓ = 1000 and [23] . m = 0. Even for these extreme values of β, our approximation reproduces the main trend and amplitude of the numerical result, while the one of [23] becomes more crude. We carefully checked the precision of the approximations against the results obtained with the ODE approach and found that overall the typical error is very small (≃ 0.1% − 5% for β = 10 −3 and ℓ ≤ 4000). However, even for rather small ∆ℓ ≃ 1, ℓ ≫ 1 and , β ≃ 10
we occasionally find that the approximation can be off by a large amount, when the kernel value is close to zerocrossing. Also, generally, the approximation is less accurate for ℓ ≃ m. We thus do not recommend using the expression for real computations, also because the ODE approach already is very fast and reliable. 
Inserting this back into Eq. (47), we then find
for ℓ ′ > ℓ. Repeating the process, we have
for the η 4 correction to the kernels. Higher order terms can be obtained in a similar way, but generally it is simpler to just evaluate the recursions Eq. (47) and (48) in an alternating manner, so that we do not give additional explicit expressions here. We note that the form of the recursions also explicitly shows that the kernel for d = 1 does not depend on the sign of the spin weight.
From Eq. (50), we can understand why the approximation Eq. (46) is only expected to work for ∆ℓ ≪ ℓ. The first two terms in the Taylor series are
which only for ∆ℓ ≪ ℓ and sκ
can be identified with the Bessel function approximations given above.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we found a novel matrix representation for the harmonic-space aberration kernels. Many useful exact relations are then derived by utilizing the commutation relations for the rotation and boost operators. CMB observables with Doppler weight d = 1 (e.g., the polarization-averaged temperature and the temperatureweighted Stokes parameters), have the simplest transformation properties. We showed that the d = 1 kernels are the matrix elements of a boost operator, parameterized by the additive rapidity parameter, between two spherical harmonic base states. The unitarity of the boost operator leads to power conservation laws under aberration, which are valid for d = 1. The Lorentz algebra, satisfied by generators of rotations (both space-fixed and body-fixed) and boosts, lead to recursion relations that raise or lower the spherical harmonic quantum numbers ℓ and m, or the spin weight s by one unit. These provide useful identities in analytical calculations. Applying these recursions repeatedly, starting from known kernels of the lowest ℓ, |m| and |s| as suitable boundary conditions, yields kernels with arbitrary ℓ, m and s. Based on this, the new recursion scheme developed here greatly simplifies previous recursive algorithms at both conceptual and technical levels. It also provides exact values for the aberration kernels to benchmark the accuracy of existing fitting formula.
We proved that aberration does not mix up E and B modes for d = 1 polarization observables to all orders in β. We argued that for perfect blackbody spectra, d = 1 kernels are the relevant ones for the study of CMB aberration, independent of experimental details. In the presence of spectrum distortions and foreground emissions, the correct way to account for the aberration effect deserves further consideration. For general purposes, we provided recipes to compute aberration kernels of Doppler weight d = 1, relevant for boosting, e.g., the specific intensity or the frequency-integrated intensity. Those have been shown to be related to the d = 1 kernels via d-raising/lowering recursions.
Another major result derived from the matrix-element representation is the flow of the d = 1 aberration kernels with the rapidity parameter η. This leads to coupled ODEs for a set of aberration kernels that in practice can be effectively truncated. The ODE approach is very advantageous because the initial conditions needed, i.e. the kernels for η = 0, are in all cases trivial, and therefore extremely straightforward to set up. Utilizing standard recipes, the ODE approach can improve upon the recursive approach by a factor ∼ 25 in terms of computational speed, for moderate values of β ∼ 10 −3 . Parallelization is straightforward in the ODE approach, pushing the computation of the aberration kernel to a few seconds.
In the limit of large ℓ, we find simple asymptotic approximations for the kernel elements from the differential equation system (Sec. VI A). While similar to the expressions given earlier by [23] , we obtain our approximations with purely analytic arguments. Our approximation generally work very well (≃ 0.1% − 5% for β = 10 −3 and ℓ ≤ 4000), however, when comparing with our ODE approach we find many cases for which the approximation is very far off. We thus do not recommend using the expression for real computations, also because the ODE approach already is very fast and reliable. Since the leading order term of the kernel scales as s K m ℓ ′ ℓ ≃ η |ℓ ′ −ℓ| , our expressions extend the applicability of the approximations given by [23] to larger values of β.
Finally, we emphasize that most of the analytical results obtained in this paper apply to all angular scales ℓ, arbitrary spin weight s and Doppler weight d, and is fully non-linear in β. Therefore, our formalism might find applications in other studies of physics and astronomy, where the anisotropic radiations as seen in a (relativistically) boosted reference frame are involved. Examples include the scattering of diffuse photon backgrounds off fast-moving charged particles from an AGN jet [31] [32] [33] .
4-momentum p µ = E(e µ o − n µ ), or equivalently a function of the measured energy E and the measured line of sight direction n µ . We have made this dependence manifest. Next we need to know how fµν transforms under a Lorentz boost. Note that due to the screen-projection procedure it transforms differently from how a usual Lorentz tensor does. To derive the correct transformation rule, let us consider another observer, 
Besides, the photon energy is shifted to
A nice property is that S 
Temperature kernels
For a blackbody spectrum, we have N (E, n µ ) = 2/(e E/T (n) − 1). Under a Lorentz boost the blackbody shape is preserved. Eq. (A6) then implies that E ′ /T ′ (n ′ ) = E/T (n). Using Eq. (A5), we thus immediately confirm T ′ (n ′ ) = T (n)/[γ(1 − β cos θ ′ )]. We can then compute the boosted temperature multipole coefficients,
Given that n ′µ vµ = β cos θ ′ and that for boosts along the z-direction the azimuthal integral gives δ mm ′ , together with the definition Eq. (3) for the aberration kernel, we confirm Eq. (4) for s = 0.
Polarization kernels
We use the notations and properties of tensor spherical harmonics as developed in Ref. [28] . We consider the temperatureweighted polarization tensor Pµν (n) ≡ T (n)Pµν (E,n)/N (E,n).
Assuming no deviation from a blackbody spectrum, the photon energy E cancels out in Pµν .
Orthogonal to e µ o and n µ , we can choose two space-like unit vectors e µ a (n) with a = 1, 2, which is unaffected by screen projection e µ a (n)S ν µ(n) = e ν a (n). Since Pµν is screen-projected, we can construct the two-by-two transverse tensor P ab (n) = e µ a (n)e ν b (n)Pµν(n).
We now compute the transformation of P ab
e ′ρ a ′ (n ′ )e ′σ b ′ (n ′ )ea,ρ(n)e b,σ (n)P ab (n).
The spherical harmonic expansion for the polarization tensor reads
and similar in the boosted frame. Here Y ±2 (ℓm)ab (n) are the tensor spherical harmonics of definite helicity [28] . A derivation parallel to that for temperature then gives the tranformation of the multipole coefficients, 
